Pashto for Non-Pashto Speakers (LANG 129)

Credit Hours: 4

Instructor: Imad

Schedule: Monday to Friday (2.00 PM – 4.50 PM)

This course will introduce students to the Pashto language which would enable them to understand the basics of the language. Contents of the course have been designed to ensure that the students may acquire the following fundamental skills with special emphasis on speaking:

- Simple language interaction with correct pronunciation, intonation and appropriate expression
- Familiarities with alphabets, articulation of sounds, correct pronunciation, vowel harmony including phrases and expressions. Correct reading for understanding Pashto language script
- Short paragraphs, situational dialogues and simple compositions. Learning Outcomes would include Interaction with the Pakhtoon community Reading of Pashto literature and Newspapers
- Writing in Pashto language where horizons of a historically rich language is open for research.